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Summary

๏ Clean Change: WHY - Reasons & Purpose

๏ WHAT is Clean Change 

๏ HOW does it work

๏ Steps

๏ New awareness - new organisations

๏ Old stories

๏ Assumptions
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๏ Because successful change is something extraordinary and 
exceptional, rather than something normal

๏ Because there is too little connection between the long term vision 
and the daily practices within organisations 

๏ Because successful change requires much more than just “common 
sense” and “rational approaches”

๏ Because our present time requires new ways of organising, based 
upon increased awareness of ourselves and the world

WHY:	the	Reasons	for	Clean	Change
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In times of turbulence 

the great danger is not the  

turbulence - it is to act 

with yesterday’s logic
Peter Drucker
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๏ To help people & organisations to realise sustainable changes, 
programs & projects

๏ To create lasting & meaningful results 

๏ To create organisations, where work is fulfilling and rewarding 
in more than one sense 

WHY:	the	Purpose	of	Clean	Change
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Clean Change is the approach, developed by FORGOOD, in order to:

- Create useful, broad-based and inspiring changes 

- Connect systematically the long term vision and the core values of the 
organisation with daily practical actions 

- Realise results trough simple and clear action-plans inspired by 
Toyota Kata, principles of Lean Working and our own experiences 

- Connect “hard” business insights & skills with “soft” leadership 
insights  & skills

- Make use of inspiration we can get from philosophy, literature, music, 
art and science to create lasting organisational changes  

-

WHAT	is	Clean	Change?	
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Clean Change: 
Conscious & Customised Lean 
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FIVE STEPS

๏ Dream: define & decide the long term perspective

๏ Point of Departure: analyse in depth the present situation

๏ Largest Small Step: define the first intermediate goal to reacht the 
long term goal

๏ Travel: realise the first small step

๏ Start again: repeat, start again & climb up step by step

HOW	does	it	work	-	Clean	Change?
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TO DREAM IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN TO PREDICT!

๏ From “Rational Fore-Casting” towards “Inspired Back-Casting”

Typical Questions:

1.  WHY are we here?

2.  WHAT are our values, beliefs & 
convictions?  

3.  WHO do we want to be?

4.  HOW do we want to act? 

Step	1:	DREAM
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๏ Where are we at this point in time?

๏ How satisfied are all our stakeholders today ?

๏ What has been our past performance ?

๏ How succesful are we today?

๏ What are we really good at?

Stap	2:	Point	of	Departure
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“... no history is complete without knowing 

the history of the history”

INVESTIGATING and ACKNOWLEDGING WITH MINDFULNESS and FEARLESS HONESTY 

WHY WE ARE HERE NOW? WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR US? 
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WHAT WILL BE  THE FIRST IMPORTANT SHORT-TERM GOAL TOWARDS  THE LONG 
TERM GOAL

๏ Which step needs be done first, what should we do now?

๏ Which step will be ambitious and inspiring?

๏ Which step will be practically viable?

๏ Which step will be ‘logical’ taken into consideration our first analysis and assessments?

๏ Which step can be communicated effectively?

Stap	3:	BIGGEST	SMALL	STEP
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๏ PLAN

๏ EXPERIMENT

๏ GATHER EVIDENCE

๏ EVALUATE	

Stap	4:	JOURNEY
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We believe the traditional “Plan-Do-
Check-Act” is more focused on ‘just’ 
incremental improvement

IT IS MUCH MORE THEN IMPROVEMENT  
IT IS CONSCIOUS DEVELOPMENT
IT IS ABOUT:
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๏ Realising changes  inspired by the “Next Stage of Human 
Consciousness”

๏ Clean Change is about “TEAL organisations and beyond” when we 
formulate the process in terms used by Frederic Laloux

๏ “Teal Organisations” will allow to develop more self-management, 
integration & integrity

New	awareness	asks	for	new	organisaMons		
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Organisational development over time 



Achtergrond

FREDERIC LALOUX

๏  Our way of organising our working lifes  
reflect many of our deep, often implicit 
assumptions

๏  In “Reinventing Organizations” Frederic 
Laloux makes this clear in a beautiful 
way

๏  Laloux distinguishes between different 
phases of human consciousness, each 
creating their own sort  
of organisations

ReinvenMng	OrganizaMons
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๏ Unconsciously connected: 
Adam & Eve in Paradise

๏ Forging the “Ring of Individuality”: 
Ring des Nibelungen

๏ Discovery  of individual love: 
Tristan & Isolde - conscious, limited connection

๏ Discovery of  sacificial love: 
John the Baptist - Hans Sachs - Meistersinger von Nürnberg: 
conscious , broader connection

๏ Realising all-embracing love: 
Parsifal- development of the integral human being, the free 
spirit 

Old	stories	about	the	development	of	our	consciousness
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๏ Systematic approach to organize changes is useful and necessary 

๏ Discipline is indispensable 

๏ Methods and models are only tools - 

๏ It is all about ongoing curiosity, amazement, love and attention 

AssumpMons
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“There are more things in heaven en earth, 

Horatio,  

Than are dreamt of in our philosophy...” 

Hamlet tot Horatio
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๏ Awareness, love and attention guiding our thoughts and actions

๏ Uniting the opposties: Carl Jung 
Overcoming apparent contradictions 

๏ Analysis and intuition: a necessary combination

 
 “The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is 

  faithful servant. We have created a society that honors the

  servant and has forgotten the gift”. 

Albert Einstein

  
 
 
 

AssumpMons	
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Carl Jung called this Mandala: 
uniting the opposites 
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visit our site for more
www.forgood.nu

http://www.forgood.nu
http://www.forgood.nu

